Quality and value of an IC product are functions of power, performance, area, cost and reliability. The forthcoming 2013 ITRS roadmap observes that while manufacturers continue to enable potential Moore's Law scaling of layout densities, the "realizable" scaling in competitive products has for some years been significantly less. In this paper, we consider aspects of the question, "To what extent should this scaling gap be blamed on lithography?" Non-ideal scaling of layout densities has been attributed to (i) layout restrictions associated with multi-patterning technologies (SADP, LELE, LELELE), as well as (ii) various ground rule and layout style choices that stem from misalignment, reliability, variability, device architecture, and electrical performance vs. power constraints. Certain impacts seem obvious, e.g., loss of 2D flexibility and new line-end placement constraints with SADP, or algorithmically intractable layout stitching and mask coloring formulations with LELELE. However, these impacts may well be outweighed by weaknesses in design methodology and tooling. Arguably, the industry has entered a new era in which many new factors -(i) standard-cell library architecture, and layout guardbanding for automated place-and-route; (ii) performance model guardbanding and signoff analyses; (iii) physical design and manufacturing handoff algorithms spanning detailed placement and routing, stitching and RET; and (iv) reliability guardbanding -all contribute, hand in hand with lithography, to a newly-identified "design capability gap". How specific aspects of process and design enablements limit the scaling of design quality is a fundamental question whose answer must guide future R&D investment at the design-manufacturing interface.
INTRODUCTION: SCALING CONTEXT
Moore's Law is, and has always been, a law of cost scaling. "Scaling of cost" is typically seen as the inverse of "scaling of value", and many proxies for "value" -transistor density, clock frequency, power efficiency, cycles per instruction, etc.
-have been invoked in various contexts over the years.
In the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), 11 maximum on-chip clock frequency has been a key metric of value for the microprocessor (MPU) and system-on-chip (SOC) system driver product classes, which have been central to the last three decades of the industry's growth. Figure 1 (a) shows how the ITRS frequency roadmap has evolved since 2001: (i) doubling of clock frequency per technology node (41%/year improvement), through aggressive pipelining in combination with device improvements, ends with the microarchitectural knob running out of steam, so that frequency scaling is limited to device speed improvements; (ii) the 17%/year improvement in device speed (CV/I metric) ends when product platform power limits (e.g., 150W for a desktop, or 3W peak for an application processor in a mobile phone) are reached; and (iii) the reduced 8%/year device speed improvement ends when device engineering cannot deliver corresponding drive currents at small geometries without prohibitive leakage currents. Figure 1(b) shows the ITRS frequency roadmap overlaid with data from the Stanford CPUDB repository. 39 One observation is that the trajectory of the MPU product class, which foreshadows the trajectory of future cost-and power-driven SOC products (i.e., the center of gravity on the logic side of the $200B semiconductor industry), is well-predicted by the ITRS roadmap. Another, more important, observation is that very little of the frequency scaling roadmap -in any of its pre-2001, 2001, 2007 or 2011 incarnations -has been driven by the patterning technologies which have traditionally been seen as the "heart" of the semiconductor roadmap. A crucial observation from product data in recent years is that transistor density in actual products has not scaled as would have been expected according to Moore's Law. 19 Figure 2(a) shows that even as lithography has delivered "available" Moore's Law scaling (i.e., geometric scaling) per the ITRS roadmap at least through the year 2013, "realized" transistor density scaling has since 2007 slowed to 1.6× per node instead of the traditional 2× per node. The gap between "available" density scaling from patterning pitch, versus "realizable" scaling in actual products, is a clear challenge to the validity of Moore's Law. Explaining and deconstructing this design capability gap -as a consequence of reliability constraints, variability in process and operating conditions, signoff analysis pessimism, foundry models, design architectures, and, yes, lithography -is critical to future resumption of Moore's-Law scaling of value. Section 2 below notes example impacts of lithography on transistor density scaling in recent technology nodes. To compound the design capability gap, even geometric scaling of Mx pitch is now slowing. Daunting challenges to pitch scaling have arisen from resistivity and manufacturability of damascene copper interconnects, poor design-level ROI from new technologies with heavily restricted layout ground rules, and wide (pessimistic) parasitic extraction corners in multi-patterning technologies. Survey data, physical analysis of recent MPU and SOC products, and announced foundry offerings all point to a slowdown of Mx pitch scaling to a three-year cycle in the next two technology nodes, as opposed to the two-year cycle projected in the 2011 ITRS roadmap. This slowdown, depicted in Figure 2 (b), is potentially not restricted to logic products alone. For example, the roadmap for contacted poly half-pitch in NAND flash products will likely have both a "2D" version (18nm in 2013, scaling to 12nm in 2022) and a "3D" version (64nm in 2013, scaling to 26nm in 2022) -either of which allows the product capacity to double every two years. The latter trajectory, like the slowdown of Mx pitch scaling, relaxes the requirements for patterning technologies, and potentially implies a lessening criticality of lithography (or, acknowledgment of risks and costs of EUV, quad-patterning, etc.) in the semiconductor roadmap.
A further observation is that in the past decade, benefits from scaling to the next technology have given rise to a "20-20-20" world, where 20% speed, 20% power, and 20% (or slightly better) density scaling comprise the overall design benefit from a given next technology node. Examples of "20-20-20" include (i) TSMC from 40nm to 28nm to 20nm, [40] [41] [42] [43] (ii) UMC from 40nm to 28nm, [44] [45] [46] (iii) Samsung from 45nm to 32nm, [36] [37] [38] and (iv) GLOBALFOUNDRIES from 20nm to 14nm. [31] [32] [33] In this context, the relative benefit of IC design technologies and other vehicles for scaling of product value can only increase. For example, equivalent scaling that achieves non-geometric enhancements of electrical performance (high-K metal gates, FinFET device architectures, etc.) can help bridge the value scaling gap.
Finally, we observe that the slowing of Mx pitch scaling introduces a further gap in Moore's-Law scaling. Specifically, if transistor counts continue to scale at 1.6× per node in order to deliver improved product value, then a slowdown of pitch scaling leads to an explosion of die area as shown by the purple line in Figure 2 span error-correcting codes to improve memory reliability, double patterning-aware design techniques that reduce design guardband, clock gating, adaptive voltage and frequency scaling to reduce design margin, etc.
The green line in Figure 2 (d) shows the potential impact of DES in a regime of slowed geometric scaling, as transistor counts continue to increase by 1.6× per node. It may be (optimistically) projected that for server and desktop processors (MPU), DES can recover one entire node of Moore's-Law scaling from 2013 to 2019; for processors in SOCs, DES can recover one node of scaling from 2013 to 2020. Put another way, DES can potentially scale down the area of logic overhead (wasted space in logic) to 0.63× its present levels over the next six years, so as to meet the 1.6× transistor density growth requirement and rescue Moore's Law over this near-term time frame. Section 3 below gives several examples to convey the immense potential scope, and benefits, of DES.
IMPACT OF LITHOGRAPHY
This section reviews example mechanisms by which lithography strongly impacts the scaling of design quality. The message here is that even as other technologies join lithography as critical enablers of Moore's Law, lithography still limits the incremental value that can be extracted from a new process node.
Impact of Multiple Patterning Lithography
It is now well-understood that double patterning lithography (DPL) provides a viable enablement for foundry 20nm and below nodes, given the delays or other insufficiencies of other technology options such as high refractive index materials, extreme ultraviolet (EUV), or e-beam lithography. In DPL, overlay introduces additional variability in both front-end-ofline (FEOL) and back-end-of-line (BEOL) by means of coupling capacitance variation. Moreover, two layout features patterned by DPL must be assigned to opposite colors (corresponding to different exposures) if their spacing is less than the minimum coloring spacing. 4 However, in any DPL technology there will exist layout configurations for which the layout features separated by less than the minimum color spacing cannot be assigned different colors. In such cases, at least one feature must be split (i.e., "stitched") into two or more parts (for LELE DPL) or the layout must be changed. The overlay and/or layout constraints in DPL impact design quality in many ways.
To account for the chip-level impact of DPL overlay, Jeong et al. 14 present a resistance and capacitance (RC) extraction flow. The chip-level analysis flow decomposes each local interconnect layer into two masks and shifts the masks to model the overlay effects. The chip-level framework is used to analyze an AES encryption core (implemented with RTL obtained from Opencores 35 and the Nangate 45nm open cell library 34 ). P-DE/DP and N-DE/DP refer to the double exposure or double patterning method with positive and negative photoresist processes, respectively. P-SDP and N-SDP refer to the "spacer is metal" and "spacer is dielectric" spacer double patterning methods, respectively. Figure 3 shows interconnect capacitance changes of the top 5,307 high-capacitance nets (≥2 f F) in the design. In most cases, more than 10% increase or decrease of capacitances from the nominal capacitance values is observed. Such increases and decreases of capacitances will contribute to larger on-chip variations in timing analysis. Figure 4 shows the relative sensitivity of double patterning lithography options with respect to overlay. Both P-SDP and N-SDP are more sensitive than DE/DP with the same overlay, and the lower layer (M2), which uses smaller-dimension design rules, is more sensitive than higher layers with larger-dimension design rules. -10 P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P Max increase Mean Max decrease Beyond the impact of overlay on circuit timing, DPL also incurs area penalty. Table 1 , due to Brink, 1 shows that flip-flop (FF) area at the foundry N14 node with double and triple patterning technology is 84% and 59% of the reference flip-flop area at N20. Meanwhile, because of the increased resolution, single patterning with EUV can achieve a 50% area reduction. This implies that due to the constraints in double-or multi-patterning lithography, there is a 9% area overhead in a FF cell compared to EUV. 
Impact of Double Patterning on Reliability
With respect to reliability mechanisms and design margins, time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) is becoming a critical issue since the electric field across dielectric increases as technology scales. Moreover, dielectric reliability is aggravated when interconnect spacings vary due to (vias and wires) mask misalignment in double patterning lithography. As shown in Figure 5 , CD variation in double patterning leads to reduced insulator (dielectric) thickness, which increases DPL Impacts Reliability (GF study)
• Lithography-induced scaling limit
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Horizontal lines is at 12nm, assuming 1.2V and a 1.0MV/cm breakdown field
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Total CD and overlay sigma must be < 4 Figure 5 . LELE (left plot) and SADP (right plot) double patterning variation increases TDDB risk due to reduced insulator (dielectric) thickness. Horizontal lines are at 12nm, assuming 1.2V and a 1.0MV/cm breakdown field. 7 TDDB risk. Although dielectric reliability can be mitigated by a larger interconnect pitch, such a guardband leads to significant area overhead.
Chan and Kahng propose alternative approaches to reduce the design margin for TDDB in the double-patterned BEOL context, through (1) signal-aware TDDB reliability estimation and (2) post-detailed routing layout optimization. 3 First, conventional TDDB reliability estimation is based on a worst-case assumption in which each interconnect pair is under DC TDDB stress (i.e., each pair of adjacent wires always carries opposite logic signals). Such estimation is clearly very pessimistic. To reduce the pessimism, total stress time for interconnects is estimated using state probabilities (i.e., the probability that an interconnect has a logic state '1') that are available from simulation during the logic design phase of IC implementation. In particular, the state probability of all interconnects can be obtained from EDA tools through vectorless logic simulation. Given the state probabilities of two interconnects, one can calculate the worst-case stress ratio, α i j , for each interconnect pair. The stress ratio is defined as the fraction of the time when a pair of interconnects have opposite logic signals:
where q i is the probability of the i th interconnect to be logic '1'. Estimation of the maximum stress time using Equation (1) is less pessimistic compared to the estimation with DC TDDB stress. Second, the post-routing optimization improves TDDB reliability by local shifting of the edges of small wire segments so to enlarge the particular interconnect spacing (dielectric) that is at risk. Figure 6 shows an example of wires before and after the post-routing layout optimization. From the figure, we see that the via-to-wire spacing is increased by shifting the wire edges. As a result, the electric field across the dielectric is reduced to improve TDDB lifetime. Table 2 shows that the signal-aware TDDB reliability analysis gives chip lifetime estimates that are 1.7 to 2.8 times the lifetime estimates obtained with a pessimistic DC stress assumption (both estimates obtained without layout optimization). This confirms that TDDB reliability is design-specific, i.e., dependent on the stress ratio of interconnect pairs in the design. All four designs studied exhibit a marked reduction of pessimism when signal-aware TDDB reliability estimation is used. Results in Table 2 also show that by applying the post-routing layout optimization method, we can improve chip TDDB lifetime by 9% to 10% (compared to the original layout). The improvement is slightly larger if edge shifting is allowed whenever there is no via located above the edges.
Impact of Minimum Implant Area
A third example of how lithography impacts design quality arises with the implant steps used to define active areas for multiple threshold voltage (V t ) transistors. As advanced process nodes move to smaller feature sizes, the geometric constraints on layout that arise from limits of patterning technology remain constant, and thus increasingly limit physical designs. Of particular note at the foundry 20nm node and below are minimum implant area (MinIA) design rules that come into effect in multi-V t standard cell-based designs. Traditional timing-and routability-driven placement of cells with multiple V t values can result in a small island of a given V t that cannot meet the MinIA layer rule. The smaller cell that cannot meet the MinIA rule should be abutted to cells with the same V t , so as to form a wider implant layer polygon. That is, a narrow cell cannot be sandwiched between different-V t cells as shown in Figure 7 . We note that the impact of the MinIA rule can be huge when the portion of small-width cells in the netlist is large; this is a common scenario especially in cost-driven, low-power mobile IC products since the multi-V t technology context is essential to achieve low-leakage, high-performance design implementations. 10 large enough to cover these minimum rules. Hence, up until recent technology generations, placement and gate sizing/V tswapping methods in commercial electronic design automation (EDA) tools have not had to consider these rules, as any legal cell placement would be correct by construction with respect to the MinIA criterion. However, as cell sizes have continued to shrink in advanced process nodes, even as the wavelength used in 193i optical lithography remains constant, the MinIA rule has become larger than the minimum width of standard cells (e.g., INV×1 cell). MinIA rules constrain cell placement starting with the foundry "20nm" (64nm minimum metal pitch) node, due to the minimum pattern size limits and cell library (diffusion layer layout) strategies. The minimum width constraint of implant layers changes the traditional placement and post-layout gate sizing problems. That is, in addition to existing constraints such as timing, power and area, additional geometric information of cells must be considered.
Kahng and Lee propose a method to optimize power under the minimum implant area constraint with placement perturbation and gate sizing/V t -swapping. 24 They suggest two heuristics to solve the new placement and sizing problem considering MinIA rules, based on four ways to fix a MinIA violation shown in Figure 8 . Figure 9 (a) shows the remaining ∆ MinIA violation after applying a commercial EDA tool and the proposed placement heuristic. The commercial tool fixes only 36% of MinIA violations in the worst case (i.e., 64% of violations remain), and 74% on average, across the testcases studied. By contrast, the proposed new heuristic significantly reduces the number of MinIA violations (97% in the worst case, 99% on average). Figure 9 (b) shows sizing results of the conventional sizing algorithm and the proposed sizing heuristics considering MinIA rules. The proposed approach achieves comparable leakage reduction results to the conventional method while minimizing the MinIA violations.
DESIGN-BASED EQUIVALENT SCALING
In the ITRS roadmap, 11 geometric scaling indicates downscaling of dimensions, which includes thinner gate oxide, narrower poly gate channel length, denser lines and spaces, etc. However, the slowdown in scaling of the Mx pitch introduces a hiatus in traditional Moore's Law scaling. Because transistor density scales at 1.6× every node, it leads to an explosion in the die area. As noted in Section 1 above, design-based equivalent scaling (DES) is now imperative to maintain Moore's-Law scaling of value through novel design techniques, tools and methodologies. Particularly in the near term, DES will be needed to compensate the slowdown of pitch scaling and prevent die area explosion. In this section, we describe several examples that illustrate the tremendous breadth and potential value of DES.
Guardband Reduction and Adaptivity
A first example of DES consists of new techniques to reduce design margin (guardband), optionally supported by monitoring and adaptivity mechanisms built into the design. In a highly motivating study of design guardband impact on design outcomes, Jeong et al. 12 show that 40% reduction in library model guardband can lead to typical reductions of 13% in standard-cell area, 12% in routed wirelength, and 28% in SP&R (synthesis, placement and routing) tool turnaround time for both 90nm and 65nm designs. (These improvements are quite substantial, especially in a "20-20-20 world".) Further, up to 4% increase in the number of good dice per wafer can be achieved with a 20% guardband reduction. This increase comes without any assumption of improved manufacturing capability (i.e., reduced process variation); it simply reflects a sweet spot in the tradeoff between more raw die per wafer (due to smaller die area with reduced guardband) Given the cost of margin, a recent focus in IC product implementation has been the recovery of excess margin allocated for worst-case process variation. To this end, many adaptive voltage scaling (AVS) techniques have been proposed. AVS techniques use on-chip monitors or lookup tables (LUTs) to find the minimum supply voltage for given frequency requirements; this enables "signoff at typical", with slow (worst-case) silicon being compensated by available voltage scaling. Chan and Kahng 2 study the voltage scaling characteristics of digital circuits and propose tunable monitoring circuits for process variation. Figure 10 (b) illustrates the basic idea of process-aware voltage scaling, with performance modeled as a linear function of the supply voltage. By tuning cell types and pass-gate resistances in monitoring circuits, the monitors can be applied to arbitrary circuits and at any process variation. The proposed methodology achieves 30 mV supply voltage reduction as compared to other AVS techniques.
Reduced Pessimism in Analysis Flows
A second example of DES highlights the opportunity to improve design analysis tools, such that pessimism in analysis of timing and power is reduced. In timing signoff for leading-edge SOCs, even few-picosecond timing violations will not only increase design turnaround time, but also degrade design quality (e.g., through power increase from insertion of extra buffers). Conventional flip-flop timing models have fixed values of setup/hold times and clock-to-q (c2q) delay, with some advanced "setup-hold pessimism reduction" (SHPR) methodologies 28 exploiting multiple setup-hold pairs in the timing model. Kahng and Lee propose to use multiple timing models to give more flexibility at timing path boundaries, thus recovering significant "free" margins and reducing the number of timing violations that require unnecessary fixes. 23 They exploit a flexible flip-flop timing model that captures the three-way tradeoff among setup time, hold time and c2q delay (see Figure 11 (a) ), so as to reduce pessimism in timing analysis of setup-or hold-critical paths. A sequential linear programming optimization for multiple corners is used to selectively analyze setup-or hold-critical paths with less pessimism. Further improvements are made based on partitioning of timing paths according to different modes. Kahng and Lee demonstrate that the proposed method can improve worst setup/hold slack metrics over conventional signoff methods, using a set of open-source designs implemented in a 65nm foundry library. Figure 11 (b) shows the resultant setup slack after applying the conventional method based on a fixed flip-flop timing model (conventional) and the proposed method (proposed). With the proposed method, setup time violations are removed in most of designs.
Exploit Bimodality
A third example of DES points out ways in which IC design methodology can potentially "make lemonade from lemons", with respect to the uncorrelated, bimodal CD variation that is a consequence of LELE double patterning. Figure 12 shows a bimodal CD distribution for 32nm technology measured from 24 wafers processed by LELE double patterning. The bimodal distribution can be modeled as two CD groups with independent mean and sigma values. We refer to the different CD distributions as corresponding to the colorings M1 or M2 (i.e., mask exposures) of the gate polys in a cell layout. The existence of two independent CD populations in a design takes away the presumptions of spatial correlation in corner-based timing analysis. Interestingly, this bimodal distribution can be exploited to reduce datapath delay variation by alternating the coloring of the cells in a given datapath. 13 Similarly, we can exploit bimodality in BEOL interconnects with LELE double patterning, by judicious selection of stitching locations. Figure 14 shows the impact of stitching location on circuit delay. Stitching location is denoted by an index from 1 to 21 which corresponds to equally-spaced discrete locations from source to sink. In particular, stitching location = 1 (resp. = 21) means that the stitching location is immediately after the driver (resp. immediately before the receiver), and the entire interconnect is assigned to Color 2 (resp. Color 1). If the stitching location = 11, the driver-side half is Color 1 and the receiver-side half is Color 2. Results in Figure 14 show that DPL interconnect has less delay variation compared to the single patterning lithography (SPL) case, due to the averaging effect of DPL interconnects. Further, stitching around the middle of interconnect leads to minimal delay variation (long interconnect). This is expected because the capacitance variation of interconnect is minimal when the portions of Color 1 and Color 2 are equal (for DPL). Note that for all testcases, minimum 3σ/mean is attained when stitching location is slightly shifted towards the driver side. This is because circuit delay is more sensitive to RC changes on the driver side, due to the resistance shielding effect. Resistance shielding implies that driver-side capacitance has more contribution to RC delay than receiver-side capacitance. As a result, the stitching location shifts slightly toward the driver side to balance the effective RC of interconnects with Color 1 and Color 2.
Similar to exploitation of bimodality, other methods have been proposed that seek to use averaging effects to optimize interconnects. Kahng et al. propose an idea is to reduce the worst-case Miller coupling by offsetting the inverters on adjacent lines as shown in Figure 15 . 20 With offset inverter locations, any worst-case simultaneous switching on a neighbor Table 6 shows the delay er various bottom ground and rease in total delay, but since lay computation, actual delay than the Rule2 rule; note that s of effective routing density.
the routing interactions that In particular, shield lines may connectionsto repeater blocks. The Double-V SS rule gives improved total delays compared with the Rule3 rule, with the rules being equivalent in terms of effective routing density. However, the Rule3 rule yields smaller interconnect delays, so that driver size reductions have greater potential for delay improvement. Thus, the Rule3 rule seems preferable. When two buses have activity patterns such that each is quiet when the other is active, then their lines can be interleaved such that they effectively follow the Double-V SS rule. In such a case, interleaving is clearly superior to the Rule3 rule, since the effective routing density is doubled.
Gate load delays are larger than interconnect delays, suggesting that it is preferable to decrease line widths and increase line spacings. We also note that a dense M4 top layer decreases total delay, and a dense M2 bottom (ground plane) layer decreases total delay for smaller line widths only.
New Repeater Offset Methodology for Global Buses
Finally, we study another form of tuning that is possible for global interconnects. Our motivations are three-fold: (i) global interconnect is increasingly dominated by wide buses; (ii) present methodology designs global interconnects for worst-case Miller coupling; and (iii) present methodology routes long global buses using repeater blocks, i.e., blocks of co-located inverters spaced every, say, 4000µm.
We have proposed a simple method to improve global interconnect performance. The idea is to reduce the worst-case Miller coupling by offsetting the inverters on adjacent lines (see Figure 2 ). In the previous methodology (Figure 2(a) ), the worst-case switching of a neighbor line (i.e., simultaneously and in the opposite direction to the switching of the victim line) persists through the entire chain of inverters. However, with offset inverter locations (Figure 2(b) ), any worst-case simultaneous switching on a neighbor line persists only for half of each period between consecutive inverters, and furthermore becomes best-case simultaneous switching for the other half of the period!.
To confirm the advantages of this method, the following experimental methodology was used. line persists only for half of each period between consecutive inverters, and furthermore becomes best-case simultaneous switching for the other half of the period. They claim that the proposed new repeater offset technique can reduce worstcase cross-chip delays by over 30% in current technologies. Gupta and Kahng suggest a routing only layout solution -swizzling -which reduces worst-case coupling delay for long parallel wires such as in wide on-chip global buses. 8 A general method is given for construction of good swizzling patterns, and up to 31.5% reduction in worst-case delay and 34% reduction in delay uncertainty is obtained using empirically determined, optimal swizzling patterns as shown in Figure 16 .
Bridges from System Design to IC Implementation
A fourth example of DES focuses on opportunities for improved communication between system designers and IC implementation teams, or between IC design and IC manufacturing. A mantra of "what if we knew (what they know) ...?" is common to a number of potential new, high-value bridges -e.g., "what if we knew a target error rate?" or "what if we knew the operating scenarios and duty cycles?", etc. For instance, if chip implementation teams know likely workloads as well as the error-tolerance of a design (that is, how well the design can detect and correct errors), then it is possible to minimize power for a target error rate through timing slack redistribution based on functional information. Or, if operating scenarios and duty cycles of each operating scenario are known, then lifetime energy can be correctly minimized in the regime of dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS). We briefly describe these examples of new bridges in the following. Recovery-driven design ("what if we knew workloads and error-tolerance ..."). Conventional CAD methodologies optimize a processor module for correct operation and prohibit timing violations during nominal operation. Recoverydriven design is a design approach that optimizes a processor module for a target timing error rate instead of correct operation. 21 The target error rate is chosen based on how many errors can be gainfully tolerated by a hardware or software error resilience mechanism. . Figure 17 . The benefit of designing a processor to produce errors, then correcting them with an error tolerance mechanism, versus designing for correctness and then relaxing the correctness guarantee, can be significant. Results are shown for processors that employ Razor.
One popular hardware-based scheme for recovery-driven design, i.e., error detection and correction, is circuit-level timing speculation. 6, 30 Circuit-level timing speculation-based techniques detect errors by sampling the same computation twice -once using the regular clock and again using a delayed clock -then comparing the two outputs. When the outputs do not match, an error is signaled. Correction involves treating the delayed clock output as the correct output. Razor 6 and EDS 30 are well-known examples of circuit-level timing speculation. Figure 17 compares the energy consumption of a recovery-driven processor that has been designed and optimized for Razor against the power consumption of processors designed for other objectives, such as gradual slack or path constraint tuning (PCT), and against processors that have been designed for correctness but use the traditional Razor methodology to save energy. Figure 17 demonstrates that the minimum energy is indeed achieved by a processor that is designed to produce errors that can be gainfully tolerated by Razor. By designing the processor for the error rate target at which Razor operates most efficiently, the range of voltage scaling is extended from 0.84V (for the best "designed for correct operation" processor) to 0.71V (for the processor designed for an error rate of 1%), affording an additional 19% energy reduction. In today's "20-20-20 world", such potential gains can no longer be ignored.
DVFS ("what if we knew scenarios and duty cycles ..."). Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) is a popular energy reduction technique that allows a hardware design to reduce average power consumption while still enabling the design to meet a high-performance target when necessary. To conserve energy, many DVFS-based embedded and mobile devices often spend a large fraction of their lifetimes in a low-power mode. 29 However, DVFS designs produced by conventional multi-mode CAD flows tend to have significant energy overheads when operating outside of the peak performance mode, even when they are operating in a low-power mode. A dedicated core can be added for low-energy operation, but has a high cost in terms of area and leakage. Kahng et al. 22 present a context-aware DVFS design flow that considers the intrinsic characteristics of the hardware design, as well as the operating scenario -including the relative amounts of time spent in different modes, the range of performance scalability, and the target efficiency metric -to optimize the design for maximum energy efficiency. They also present a selective replication-based DVFS design methodology that identifies hardware modules for which contextaware multi-mode design may be inefficient and creates dedicated module replicas for different operating modes for such modules. 
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
Lithography and fundamental patterning technologies have for decades enabled the continued scaling of semiconductor technology. Today, however, the "heartbeat of the roadmap" -Mx pitch scaling -is slowing due to many reasons that are not directly related to patterning. These reasons, spanning material properties, variability and design margins, electrical performance, and design tool limitations, have reduced the design benefits of recent technology nodes, to the point where the industry lives in a "20-20-20 world". In this context, realities of cost and risk force aggressive exploration of 3D scaling (for NAND flash and multi-die integration) and heterogeneous integration (More Than Moore, and beyond-CMOS) paths for future semiconductor products. Lithography and patterning have been joined by 3D scaling, deposition, etch, planarization, next-generation interconnect materials, etc. as first-class enablers of the continuation of Moore's Law.
In sub-28nm foundry nodes with multi-patterning in the BEOL, extraction of design value from process technology depends on improved comprehension of the ever-deepening interactions between patterning and design. Three critical challenges are as follows. (1) Getting signals out. While FEOL layers can continue geometric scaling with known methods (e.g., regular layout patterned with grids and cut masks, with SAQP and/or DSA looming on the horizon), getting the signals into and out of transistors is increasingly challenging. With the difficulty of scaling contact pitch and resistance, MOL layers have been introduced to access FEOL pins at the cost of process and design complexity. Notably, since the first-level contact and Metal 1 rules interact with the MOL layers, standard-cell layouts are becoming much more complex. Further, area density scaling depends on acceptable evolution of pitches and 'gear ratio' in two dimensions: Mx pitch, and contacted poly pitch. (2) Metal 1 pitch scaling. Although double-patterning is already a mainstream solution, it brings well-known issues of throughput and cost, layout decomposition, overlay-induced systematic variation, etc. Moreover, double-patterning is already approaching its pitch limit. Since continued scaling of Metal 1 pitch is critical to cell-level shrink, Metal 1 pitch selection must consider (i) scaling and patterning flexibility requirements (across multiple BEOL layers) versus cost and design quality, (ii) actual standard-cell area and design-level area shrink, and (iii) design rule interactions among FEOL, MOL and Metal 1. (3) Pitch matching. The gain of actual area scaling is also dictated by pitch matching requirements between metal layers for optimal via density (i.e., flexibility of routing choices for auto-routing tools), in balance with current delivery, variability, cost and other "design value" considerations. The open question is: What combination of standard-cell architecture and metal pitches throughout the BEOL stack will enable cost-effective continuation of Moore's-Law scaling?
Finally, several challenges lie purely in the realm of design technology, e.g., how to reduce pessimism and margins in signoff analyses, and how to optimize designs for power-and cost-efficiency over wide ranges of operating conditions and modes. Solving these challenges -and realizing the full potential of design-based equivalent scaling -will be essential to achieving high-value products in coming technology nodes.
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